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Virtual Care MD Saving Employers Big Dollars
24/7/365 Care At Your Finger Tips

Dallas, TX , 25.09.2018, 14:35 Time

USPA NEWS - Can you imagine having a Doctor, PSY MD, Fitness Coach and even a Veterinarian for your pets at your finger tips?
Now you can with something called HUGMD!  

Employers, Association Groups and many other type entities have found a new way to give their employees and family a great benefit.
Imagine having a Doctor, PSYMD counselor, a Fitness Coach and a Veterinary in the palm of your hand! This unique technology is
saving employers major dollars and employees are loving it. It seems we never get sick or feel bad when its always convenient. We all
have those days when the stress and mentally feeling beaten down can takes it toll. Having that PSY
Counselor at your finger tips can give you that refreshing pick me up and help to refocus on the task at hand. The most common
remark and feed back employers and members give is always, " It is so easy to use" ! VirtualCareMD is also working on adding new
benefits such as Lab services and RX Prescriptions to enhance the program. The complete line of products are VirtualCareMD,
PSYMD, FitMD, DentalMD, TranslateMD. Not all U.S. states have adopted the virtual care concierge model.Health Ultimate Global
can give you that information and direct you to one of their consultants. you can find out more through emailing
scott@kipperstrategies.com. 
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